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1,et X(E) be the space of complex valued holomorphic functions on a complex 
Banach space E. The npproximation property for s(E), endowed with various 
Ilatural locally convex topologies, is studied. For example, H(E) with the 
compact-open topology has the approximation property if and only if E has 
the approximation property. In order to characterize when Z(E) has the 
approximation property for topologies other than the compact-open, the rlotiorl 
of a compact holomorphic map between Banach spaces in introduced and 
studied. 
If a function space has the approximation property, then certain 
product formulas, and formulas for the corresponding space of vector 
valued mappings in terms of theA tensor product, hold (see, e.g., 
[I 1, 25,2]). For example, A?(P) @) F = X’(P ; E’) and .XF(C+~~) == 
X(C?~) @ X(Crn) [IO, p. 791, where X(C~) (resp. X(P; F)) is the 
space of complex valued (resp. T:valued, F a Banach space) holo- 
morphic mappings on C”, and @ denotes the completed e-tensor 
product [ll, p. 891. Since it is now known that not every locally 
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convex space has the approximation property [9], it is useful to derive 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a function space to have the 
approximation property. 
We undertake this program here for the space X(E) of complex 
valued functions on an infinite dimensional Banach space E, endowed 
with some natural locally convex topologies. Briefly, when 2(E) has 
the compact-open topology TV , our results take the form of charac- 
terizations of E having the approximation property in terms of holo- 
morphic functions on E. When .8(E) is endowed with the Nachbin 
ported topology T,,, , we are led to introduce the concept of a compact 
holomorphic mapping from E to another Banach space F. FTe obtain 
results Ivhich relate the approximation property of (X’(E), T<,,) with 
the approximation of compact holomorphic mappings by finite rank 
holomorphic mappings. 
In Section I, we give some basic notation and terminology and 
review a major tool in the paper, the c-product introduced by 
Schwartz [26]. 
In Section 2, xvc prove that the following properties are equivalent. 
(a) E has the app rosirnation property. 
(b) (-H(E), T,,) has the approximation property. 
(c) -F(E) @ E is ciense in (R(E; E), TJ, the space of holomorphic 
mappings from E to E with the compact-open topology. 
In particular, in order to approximate the identity id: E --f l? uniformly 
on compact sets by finite rank linear mappings, it suffices to approsi- 
mate id by finite rank holomorphic mappings. In fact, as a general rule, 
our results show that a statement about the approximation property 
for E involving E’ with the compact-open topology can bc replaced by 
the analogous statement involving the “holomorphic dual” 2”(E) 
with 7,) . 
A holomorphic mapping f: E + F is said to be compact if for each 
x E E, there is a neighborhood V of .V such that f(V) is relatively 
compact in F; .eK(E; F) denotes the space of compact holomorphic 
mappings. ‘l’he theory of compact holomorphic mappings, which we 
study in Section 3, closely parallels the theory of compact linear 
mappings and is also related to [4] v5 ere nonlinear compact mappings rh 
are studied. For example, for a holomorphic mappingf: E -tF, the 
following properties are equivalent. 
(a) fis compact. 
(b) There is a O-neighborhood V in E such that f (V) is relatively 
compact in F. 
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(c) The transpose mapping f *: Fd' ---f (X(E), T,,), v w v ,: f fey 
v E F’, is a compact linear mapping. 
(d) There is a compact set I, C F such that f (E) C span I,. 
In Section 4, we make use of the characterization of compact 
holomorphic mappings to obtain the formula (-X(E), T,,)EF = 
(&(E; F), T,), from which we conclude the following. 
(a) E has the app roximation property if and only if for all Banach 
spacesF, T(F) @ E is dense in (X;(F; E), TV). 
(b) (2’(E), rw) has the app roximation property if and only ry for 
all Banach spaces F, -Y(E) @F is dense in (.TK(E; F), T,,,). 
Finally, the question of whether (Z(E), T,,) has the approximation 
property turns out to be equivalent to the question of vvhether each of 
the Banach spaces .Y(nE), n E N, of n-homogeneous continuous 
polynomials has the approximation property. In Section 5, we study the 
latter question for some special Banach spaces E. 
-4 number of results of this paper are announced in [l]. 
1. KOTATIOK AND PRELIMINARIES 
Polynomials 
Throughout this paper, E and F will denote locally convex Hausdorff 
space over C. es(E) is the set of nontrivial continuous seminorms on E. 
For n E N, n I- 0, Z(nE; F)(L$(mE; F)) is the space of continuous 
n-linear (and symmetric) mappings from ET6 to F, and YP(‘“E; F) is the 
space of continuous n-homogeneous polynomials from E to F: L?‘(“E; F) =: 
(A 0 d,, I A E zs(nE; F)}, where An: E -+ En is the diagonal map 
x k+ (x, x ,... . . . . x), 
Q;zzo Y(“E; F). 
x E E. J;C’e put g(OE; F) = F and g(E; F) -= 
Holomorphic Mappings 
Let P C E, Z; ;L o , be open. A map f : li ---t F is called holomorphic 
(or analytic) if for each x E U there is a unique sequence of n-homo- 
geneous continuous polynomials P’lf(x) E p(nE; F) such that to each 
/3 E es(F) there correspond an 01 E es(E) and an Y > 0 with x + N E L,’ 
for all n E E, a(a) < Y, and 
lim sup /3(f(~ -I- a) - f Pi) =- 0. 
1,1-% n(n), 7 !1 _,, 
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A holomorphic map is in particular continuous. X( c’, F) denotes the 
space of holomorphic mappings from U to F. If F = C, we simply 
write Z(U) (resp. P(“E)) instead of X( U; C)(P(“(E; C)). il mapping 
f E ,X(U) is often called a holomorphicfunction. 
Topologies on -x?( U; F) 
General references for holomorphic mappings and topologies on 
spaces of holomorphic mappings arc [19] and [8]. TV denotes the 
compact-open topology on z?( U; F) and we write (.X( I;:; F), T,,) for the 
space Z( CT; F) endowed with the topology T,, . The defining seminorms 
of (2 (t!; F), T,,) are of the form 
where ,8 E es(F) and K C E is compact. (In general, when g: A -+ G is 
a map into a normed space G, we define 
(X( U; F), 7”) is complete whenever E and F are Banach spaces. 
We describe the following topologies only for the case of Banach 
spaces E and F. The topology 7,) on 3’( f ‘; F) is defined by the family 
of seminorms 
where i < n and K C U compact. The topology 7, on 3‘( 1.‘; F) is the 
union of all topologies TV , n E N. The ported topology r,, , introduced 
by Nachbin, is generated by all seminorms p on X’( U; 17) which are 
ported by compact sets; that is, there is a compact set K C lLT such that 
to each neighborhood V of K there corresponds a constant c(V) :,., 0 
with 
Finally, rb is the bomological topology associated with 70 . The following 
inclusions hold. T,, C 7, C TTtmtl C T,, C T,,, C r,, , and, in general, all 
inclusions are strict. Note that if U is an open set of Cn, then all these 
topologies agree. Z(E; F) is complete when endowed with any of the 
aforementioned topologies [S]. TV (resp. TX or T,,, or Tb) induces on 
Y(“E) the compact-open topology (resp. the norm topology) and we 
write G?(“E)~ (resp. Y(nE),,) for this space. In particular E,j’ is the 
dual of E with the strong topology. 
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E-Prodmt 
A main tool in this paper is the notion of the E-product introduced 
by Schwartz [25; 26, pp. 16 ff.], which we want to review briefly. 
Given two locally convex spaces E and F, we denote by I?,.’ the dual 
of E endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on all 
balanced convex compact sets of E, and by FEE = YG(Ec,‘, F) the 
space of all linear continuous maps from E,:’ to F, endowed with the 
topology of uniform convergence on all equicontinuous sets of E’. The 
topology on z(E,‘, F) is generated by the seminorms c);EP defined by 
M/3(T) := sup(‘:;T(p), v>,: /J t B’, p I < a, 1’ E F’, 1 v I < 8h 
T E J/</E,‘, F), where n E es(E) and p E es(F). By virtue of the 
Mackey-Arens theorem there is a natural topological and algebraic 
isomorphism between the two spaces $(E,‘, F) and g(F,:‘, E) given 
by transposition, and hence we identify EEF and FEE. 
l’hc following result will be used frequently [24]. 
PROPOSITION 1 .I. Let E, F be locally comes Hausdorfl spaces, and 
let 1: C E be open. 
(a) Ij F is quasicomplete, then (X( c.‘; F), T,,) C (.X’( CT), T,,)E F. 
(b) [f li7 is a k-space (cj. [16, p. 230]), then 
pi! (l.J, T&E’ c (A?( c; F), To). 
Here the inclusions are topological embeddings. The first inclusion is 
given by j-+f*, Jo .X?(U; F), wheref”: I;,’ ---f (-%( I:), T,J is defined 
byf*(v) = v o jf or v E F’. The second inclusion is given by composing 
a mapping T E YJ(Z( G), T,):, F) with the evaluation map 6: r’+ 
(z&( CT), T,JL, defined by 6(x)(g) = g(x) for x E C’ and g E X(U). 
In the particular case of a metrizable space E and a complete space F, 
Proposition 1.1 implies that (Z’( U; F), T*) = (&‘( 7-i), T&F. Analogous 
formulas hold also for 9(1LE; F),: . 
Approximation Property 
A quasicomplete locally convex Hausdorff space is said to have 
the approsimation property (cf. Grothendieck [l 1, p. 1671, Schwartz 
[26, p. 51) if the identity id: E ---f E can be approximated by finite 
rank operators uniformly on all balanced convex compact sets of E; 
that is, for every /3 E es(E), every E :‘- 0, and every balanced convex 
compact set K C E, there is a linear continuous map T: E + E, 
dim, T(E) s-c 03, such that P(x - T(x)) < E for all x E K. The 
following proposition relates the approximation property with the 
c-product. 
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PROPOSITION I .2. Let E be a quasicomplete locally conces Hausdorff 
space. Then 
(a) E has the approximation property if and only af E @ F is dense 
in EEFfor all locally convex spaces F [25, Expose 141. 
(b) E has the app roximation property if alzd only 17 E Q F is 
dense in EcF.for all Banach spaces F [6, Satz 21. 
2 
In this section, vve study the relation between the approximation 
property for a complex Banach space E and for the space of holo- 
morphic functions on E endowed with the compact-open topology. 
Our main result here is Theorem 2.2 below, which vvc state for 
holomorphic functions on finitely Runge sets. As consequences, n-e 
obtain some results on polynomial approximation. 
DEFINITIOX 2.1. Let C. be a nonvoid open subset of the Banach 
space E. I: is said to be Runge in E if P(E) is dense in (S(C), 7J. L’ is 
said to be Jinitely Runge if for each finite dimensional subspacc E, 
of E, LT n E,, is Runge in E, . 
For example, a balanced open set I’ C E is Runge and finitely Runge. 
THEOREM 2.2. I/et E be a Banach spuce and let 7; C E, L- -,:. S, be 
an open subset which is finitely Runge. Then the following properties are 
equivalent. 
(a) E has the “holomorphic approximation property.” That is, 
for each compact set A’ C E and each E . 0, there is a jinite rank holo- 
morphic mapping g E .X(E) @ E such that I! g(x) - x i~ : E for eeery 
x E A’. 
(b) For every locally con7;ex space F, .i’/‘( L’) @E‘ is dense in 
(.I/;“( L:; F), T”). 
(c) (.x?( CT), T,J has the approximation property. 
(d) E has the approximation property. 
(e) For every locally conaex space F and for every) nonempty open 
subset V of F, Z(V) @ E is dense in (X( V; E), 7,)). 
Proof. (a) ti- (b). Let KC c’ be compact, E ;- 0, I? E es(F), and 
f E Y( c’; F). 1l’e first show that there is a S 0, 6 < dist(K, %cr) 
(where ‘&r’ is the complement of CT), such that /3( f (x) -f(y)) .-I E 
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whenever x E K and ;i x - y 1~ -I 6. For each x E K, there exists 
6, : e. 0, 6,, < dist(K, %‘c), such that ,&( f(x) --f(y)) < ~:2 for 
/I y - .Y ~/ -‘: 13~ . Since K is compact, KC lJ(B(x( , 6,.t): i = l,..., n>, 
for some set {xi ,..., x,,j C K. (B(n, r) m= {X E E: j, s - (I 1’ ~1 Y> when 
a E E, Y > 0). Define y(x) 7 sup(G,, - in x - .yi ,: i = I ,..., nj for 
x t K. Then y: K --f R is continuous and y ’ 0. Let 
6 := inf{y(x): s t k-1. 
Now, for any M E K and y E B(s, S), there is some i with B(s, 6) C 
@xi , ?c,); thus, P(f(4 --f(y)) -- E. 
By (a), there is a holomorphic mapping R r X(E) @ E such that 
/ g(x) ~~- s ii <: 6 for all x E K. Let E, = span g(E) and let C’, --_ 
c’ n E, . Since E0 is finite dimensional, A?‘( U,) is nuclear and 
A‘ ( rg; a) -: X( I!J @ p [ 10, p. 791, where p is the completion of F. 
‘I’hus, there exists fr E .?( c”,,) @P with ,&f i,;,(y) - fr( y)) -< E for 
y rzg(K). Let .fr x r:f, yj @ zj , where yj E X( L’,) and zj t P, 
j-= 1 ,..,, 1~. There are zj EF with ~I qj ,~&(z~ - zj) ‘. E 2m, and 
since I -,, is a Runge set in E, , there are qj E .Y(E,,) with 
it follo\vs that /3(fr(y) - f2(y)) q:: E for all y E g(K). Thus, 
hE.i//(U)OFdefinedbylz-f,agj,~ is the required function, since 
for all N E K, 
(b) 3 (c). Since U is a metrizable space, the inclusion 
(X( Li), T&F C (Z( U; F), T,,) holds, by Proposition 1.1. Since by 
assumption Z(U) @F is d ense in (Z( U; F), TV,), it follows that 
cF(U) @F is d ense in (Z(U), T&F for all locally convex spaces F; 
but this is equivalent to (X’(U), TV) h aving the approximation property 
(Proposition 1.2(a)). 
(c) -- (d). We show that E,’ is a complemented subspace of 
(.F( 7.‘), 7”); hence E,.’ has the approximation property, which is 
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equivalent to E having the approximation property [25, Expose 141. 
For n E CT, the mapping D,: (Z(U), TV) + E,’ defined by D,,( f ) = 
Plf(,) (the FrCchet derivative off at a) is a continuous projection onto 
E,‘. Indeed, it is clear that D,” = D, _ To show continuity, let K be a 
compact, convex, balanced subset of E, and let 8 >- 0 be such that 
a -1 6K C U. From Cauchy’s inequality, it follows that 
which completes the proof. 
(d) * (e). Since E is complete, we have that (X(V; E), TJ C 
(Z(V), T&E, by Proposition 1 .l. Since E has the approximation 
property, (Z(V), TJ @ E ’ d is ense in (X(V), 5-a)& (Proposition 1.2), 
from which we conclude that fl( V) @ E is dense in (,P( L’; E), 7”). 
(e) =- (a) follows by setting V = F = E. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) The proof of (a) + (b) in Theorem 2.2 is an exten- 
sion of the argument in [2, Theorem I], while the proof of (b) :- (c) 
is based on [24, Proposition 3.31. 
(2) In (b) and (e) of Th eorem 2.2, it is enough to have the 
density property for all Banach spaces F. The proof of (b) =). (c) can 
then be deduced from Proposition 1.2(b). 
(3) The equivalences in the above theorem are in particular true 
for U = E. The equivalences (a) ci (b) -j (e) are then seen to be the 
holomorphic analogs of [ 10, Proposition 351 (see also [23, 9. I]). 
(4) Theorem 2.2 holds for more general classes of spaces E. The 
implications (a) *- (b), (d) =:- (e) and (e) => (a) hold for arbitrary 
locally convex spaces E. The proof of(c) + (d) shows that if (,X( U), rg) 
has the approximation property, then E,.’ has the approximation 
property. To conclude that E has the approximation property, it is 
enough to have that (E,.‘)‘, E, which occurs, for example, if E is a 
quasicomplete Mackey space. The implication (b) + (c) holds for all 
locally convex spaces which are k-spaces. In particular, Theorem 2.2 
holds when E is a FrCchet or a Silva space. 
(5) Since there are Banach spaces which do not have the approxi- 
mation property [9], there are Banach spaces E such that (T(E), T,,) 
does not have the approximation property. Similarly, there are 
FrCchet-Schwartz spaces E and also Silva spaces E such that (X(E), 7(,) 
does not have the approximation property [ 131. 
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(6) Since B(nE), is complemented in (Z(E), TJ for all n E N, 
the theorem implies that linear approximation is also equivalent to 
polynomial approximation: E has the approximation property if and 
only if 9(“E), has the approximation property for all n E N. 
(7) In the proof of (a) * (b), the approximation h = fi og is an 
entire function from E to E. Thus, h can itself be approximated by 
finite rank polynomials, so that (b) is equivalent to the statement: 
Y(E) @F is dense in (A?( U, F), TJ for all locally convex spaces F. 
It follows in particular that a finitely Runge open set in a Banach 
space with the approximation property is a Runge set. Note that the 
converse is false in general. However, for holomorphically convex 
domains we get the following result, which is related to [21, 
Section 4.21. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let E be a Banach space with the approximation 
property, and let U be a holomorphically convex domain in E. Then the 
following properties are equivalent. 
(a) Li is Runge. 
(b) U is polynomially convex. 
(c) U is jinitely polynomially convex. 
(d) zi is finitely Runge. 
Here I: is said to be polynomially convex (resp. holomorphically 
convex) if for every compact set KC U, iz = {x E U: / P(x)1 < I/ P IjK 
for all P E Y(E)} (resp. A? = {x E U: /f (x)1 < /If lIK for all f E X(U))) 
is compact. 0’ isJinitely polynomially convex if U n E, is polynomially 
convex for each finite dimensional subspace E, C E. From the 
definitions it follows that (a) * (b) 3 (c). (c) ti (d) is the classical 
Runge theorem in several complex variables, and (d) * (a) is stated 
in the above Remark 7. 
Note that a finitely polynomially convex domain in a Banach space 
with a basis is already holomorphically convex [ 121. 
3 
We introduce here the notion of compact holomorphic mapping 
between Banach spaces E and F. We then obtain several charac- 
terizations of compact holomorphic mappings, which are analogous 
to characterizations of compact linear mappings. Although many of 
these results are true for open subsets C of a Banach space E, u-e will 
only discuss the case U : E. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let f: E + F. f is said to be a compact mapping 
if for each x E E, there is a neighborhood V, of x such thatf( V,) is a 
relatively compact subset of F. We shall denote the space of compact 
holomorphic mappings (resp. compact n-homogeneous polynomials) from 
E to F by J?k(E; F) (resp. ,pK(“E; F)). 
Note that a compact G-analytic mapping f : E ---f F is holomorphic. 
Note also that an n-homogeneous polynomial P: E ---f F is compact if it 
maps any bounded subset of E to a relatively compact subset of E’. The 
sequence of Banach spaces (pf(“E; F),: II E N) forms a holomorphy 
type [19], which is in general different from the holomorphy type 
&(‘*E; F): n E N) discussed in [2]; a condition describing when they 
are the same is given in Proposition 3.3. 
We begin by giving some characterizations of compact polynomials 
in terms of the transpose mapping. These results, which generalize 
similar results for compact linear mappings, arc applied later in this 
section to obtain characterizations of compact holomorphic mappings. 
For an fz-homogeneous polynomial P: E + F, Px: F’ + .Y(n E) is 
defined by P”(cp)(x) ~~~ 9;c P(x) for q~ EE” and x E E. Note that P* is 
linear. The following characterization is well known in the linear case 
(72 : I). 
PKOPOSITION 3.2. I/et P E Y(‘“E; F). The following conditions are 
equivalent . 
(a) P: E -tF is compact. 
(b) P”: F,’ + Y(I~E),. is compact. 
(c) P*: F,.’ ---f ;Y(‘lE)B is continuous. 
(d) I’*: F,’ ---f :Y(“E)a is compact. 
Prooj. (a) ti (b). Let B be the unit ball of E. Then P(B) == L is 
compact in F. Thus, P*((q E F’: /I 9 ‘AL < 11) is equicontinuous in 
/Y(“E) and hence by the Ascoli theorem it is relatively compact in 
P(“E) , which gives (b). 
(b) -> (c). By (b), th ere is a compact subset L of F such that 
P*({cp EF’: iI g, IIL. < I]) is relatively compact in Y(fiE)C, and hence 
is contained in a ball of Y(rlE)B , proving (c). 
(c) 3 (d). The set (g’ EF’: jj y ii ,( l} is compact inF,‘, so by (c) 
its image under P* is compact in g(‘“E& . 
(d) S. (a). We apply (a) * (d) to the linear mapping P*. Thus, 
P**: ($‘(T~E)U)~ -+ (F,); is compact. Hence, the restriction of P** to 
E C (@(“E)B)L 4 F” is compact, but this is just the mapping P: E --f F. 
Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let E be a Banach space. Then YOIE),+F = 
YK(“E; F)B for all Banach spaces F. Consequent&, g(“E), has the 
approximation property if and only if g(‘“E) @F is dense in YK(“E; F)” 
for all Banach spaces F. 
Proof. That the mapping P ---f P*, for P E YK(nE; F), defines an 
algebraic isomorphism follows from Proposition I .I together with 
Proposition 3.2. Now, z(F,‘, Y(“E),) is a normed space and a calcula- 
tion shows that for P E .@K(7”E; F), 11 P 11 is equal to the norm of P* as 
an clement of TG(Fc’, Y(“E),) (cf. Section 1). The second statement is 
an immediate consequence of Proposition I .2(b). Q.E.1). 
4s in the case of compact polynomials and compact linear mappings, 
a holomorphic mapping is compact if it is compact near the origin: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let f E .%Y(E; F). The following conditions are 
equiznlent. 
(a) f E .&(E; F). 
(b) For all n E N and all x E E, PrLf(x) E .YK(“E; F). 
(c) For all n E N, Prtf (0) E qK(,E; F). 
(d) There is a 0-neighborhood V,, in E such that f ( VO) is relatiwl~~ 
compacf ill F. 
Proof. (a) =- (b). Let x E E. For some E ‘;- 0, f (B(x, c)) is relatively 
compact in F. Now, {P’lf (x)(a): 1’ a 11 -:‘I E) C co f (B(x, E)), which 
implies (b) ( w h ere co A denotes the convex balanced hull of A). 
Indeed, if h 2-2. P,lf(x)(a) for some a, ;I a lj -: E but b t’ cof(B(x, E)), 
then there is q~ EF’ such that 1 q(b)1 Y;.. 1 and 1 ~(2) < I for all 
,” E cof (B(x, c)). But then if g(X) = cp of(x $ Au), h E C, we have 
/ (r(b)~ ~~~ / g(‘“)(O),‘n! 1 < sup{1 g(h)j: 1 h 1 =: 1) < 1, which is a contra- 
diction. 
(b) + (c) and (a) =a (d) are trivial, and the above proof shows also 
that (d) > (c). T o complete the proof, we show that (c) 3 (a). Let 
x E F. Since f is entire, for some c >a 0, f(y) = I:=:=, P”f(O)(y), 
uniformly for y E 61(x, E), by [19, Proposition 1, p. 261. Also, by (c), 
for each A4 E N, the set {XX, Pnf(0)(y): y E B(x, ~)j- is rclakvcly 
compact in F. From this we conclude thatf(B(x, c)) is totally bounded, 
hence relatively compact. Indeed, given 6 ::- 0, there is ME N such 
that Ilf(y) - xF=‘=, P”f (O)(y):1 < 6/3 for y E B(x, 6). For some finite 
set (yl ,..., yJ C B(x, E), WC have that for each y E B(x, G), there is yc 
such that 1: xr=:=, P”f (O)(y) - ~~=‘=, Pnf (0)(yi)‘: .” 8 3. IIcnce, it 
follows thatf( y) E B( f ( y,), a), which completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
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It should be noted that given the neighborhood V0 as in (d), it 
does not follow thatf(x + V,) is relatively compact in F, for all x E E. 
In fact, for any infinite dimensional Banach space E there is a Tb-dense 
collection of functions f E .%?(E; C) = .?QE; C) such that for each 
E > 0, there is x, E E with sup{1 f(y):: 11 y - x, !I < l > = CO [3]. 
One consequence of Proposition 3.4 is that (2”(E; F), TV) is com- 
plete. Indeed, by [8, Proposition 61, every Cauchy net (fJ in 
PG(E; F), ~w) C (,*‘(E; F), ~w) converges to an element f E X(E; F). 
Now, since T,-convergence implies in particular that Pnfa(0) + Pnf(0) 
for each n EN and since 9#E; F)s is complete, it follows that 
f E .%$(E; F). 
Compact holomorphic mappings can also be characterized by their 
“thin” images, as well as by a factorization property, as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For a mapping f : E + F, the following properties 
are equivalent. 
(a) f E .;/e,(E; F). 
(b) There is a compact, convex, balanced set L C F such that 
f : E ---j F, is holomorphic, where F L -= span L 1 u, nL, normed by the 
Minkowski functional of L. 
(c) f : E ---f F is holomorphic, and there is a compact set L C F 
such that f (E) C span I,. 
Proof. (a) :i (b). Let f E .%$(E; F). For ME N and w E E, define 
A,(x) = {hy: y E B(x, 1 /M), h E C, / X 1 < 2). For ME N, set U, :z 
u(B(x, l/M): jl x 11 < M and j/f iiA,(x) < M}. For each x E E, there 
is a neighborhood of the compact set {Ax: h E C, 1 h j < 21 in which f is 
bounded. Hence, there is an ME N such that Ij f Ila,(,r) < -M, which 
shows that E m= UIME,,, L’,V1 . We show thatf (U,) is relatively compact. 
Let y E U,Vf with y E B(x, I/M). Then, for n E N, 
1 Plf(O)(y)l~ -( 2-f” I’f~j(nlJ:;Aly2) -Z 2-7” ~‘fllAM(L) < 2-~~M. 
Hence, given E > 0, there is k E N such that 
!I .fcr) - i P)Y(o)(~) pi 
< f :I Pf(O)(y)l] :< 2-WI < E, for ally E UM . 
ll-0 71=li+1 
Since U, is bounded, {C”,=, P”f (O)(y): y E U,> is relatively compact. 
Therefore, as in the proof of Proposition 3.4, we conclude that f (U,) 
is relatively compact. T,et 
It is easy to see that K is a compact set whose span contains f (E). 
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Let L be the closed, convex, balanced hull of K. It remains to show 
that f : E -+ F, is holomorphic. Let x E E. By the above construction, 
there are E > 0 and M E N such that f(B(x, 26)) C M * L. Using the 
same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.4, Pnf(x)(u) E M . L 
for all n E N and all a t: E, 11 a /I < 2~. For all such a E E,f(x -+ u) = 
CIAO W(4(4, with convergence in F. In particular, for each k E N 
and each a E E, // a ~I < E, 
f(x f a) - i Pf(x)(u) = 2-7, f Pf(x)(2a) 2-7&i]<. 
n=o n=ii+1 
Now, c;=,,., Enf(x)(2n) 2-7’+k E M *L, since L is convex, balanced 
and compact. Hence, 
f(x + u) - f P+)(u) E 2-“M . L, 
n=O 
i.e., 
for a E B(0, E), where Ii] 111 is the norm ofFL . Thus,fis analytic. 
The proof of (b) * (c) is immediate. To prove (c) 3 (a), we may 
assume thatf(E) C span L, w ere L is compact, convex, and balanced. h 
Hence, E = (JnEIVf-l(nL), so by the Baire category theorem, there is 
an open set V C E such that f( V) C nL for some n. The result follows 
by Proposition 3.4. 
Remarks. (1) Th e e q uivalence of (a) and (b) yields that ,%Zi(E; F) =. 
(JL Z(E; FL), where L ranges over the compact, convex, and balanced 
subsets of F. In particular, when E = C, we can conclude the 
following: given a functionf E X(C; F), either there exists a sequence 
of Banach spaces {F,}, each F, C F,;-, with a strictly stronger norm, 
such that f E &“(C; Fk) for all k E N, or f(C) has finite dimensional 
span. 
(2) In the proof of (a) 3 (b) above, the fact that f: E + FL is 
holomorphic can also be shown by an application of [20, Proposition 21. 
(3) In order that there be a compact set L C F such that 
f(E) C span L in the case where E is separable, it is sufficient thatf be 
merely a continuous compact mapping from E to F. In fact, using the 
separability of E, we can find a sequence (U,, : n E N) covering E such 
that f( U,) is relatively compact for each n. Then 
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In general, for nonseparable spaces E, there does not exist a compact 
set L such that f(E) C span L, where f: E---f F is continuous and 
compact. In fact, let E = Z,(R), with orthonormal basis (e,: 3 E R). Let 
G be a separable, infinite dimensional subspace of an arbitrary Banach 
space F; suppose G = [y,: 01 E I?). For each oi, let fa: E---f I\’ be a C” 
function such thatf,(e,) = 1 and supportf, C R(e, , $-); this is possible 
since E is smooth [7, p. 8811. Then f (zc) = Cafm(~) ya is a compact C”‘ 
mapping from E to F, with range G, and so f (E) is not contained in the 
span of any compact subset of F. In general, if E has a continuum of 
disjoint open balls of some fixed radius, one can construct a continuous 
compact mapping from E to any infinite dimensional Banach space F 
such that f(E) is not contained in the span of a compact subset 
of F. 
(4) Let E = C and E’ =-~ I, with orthonormal basis -(e/j. The 
function f E X(C; I,) defined by f (2) ~~ CT=0 (2” ‘n!) e, (cf. [20, 
Example 31) is entire and is trivially compact. However, the set 
(f(z): x E C) is linearly independent. Therefore, for no compact set 
L C Zz of the form L 1 (f(z): ~ * ~ 1 N , < R> is it true that f (C) C span L. 
We can now give the holomorphic analog of Proposition 3.2. For 
f E 8(E; F), \ve define f *: .X?(F) +X’(E) byf *(g) =- g 0 f ifg E z(F). 
Note thatf * is linear and that the restriction off * to F’ defines a linear 
mapping into T(E) which we also denote by f *. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let f E Af(E; F). The following conditions aye 
equivalent. 
(a) f E A$(E; F). 
(b) f *: (X’(F), T,,) + (d”(E), TV) is continuous. 
(c) f *: Fr’ -+ (z(E), TV) is continuous. 
(d) f *: Fc’ ---f (A?(E), T,,) is compact. 
(e) f *: F,j’ ---t (z(E), TJ is compact. 
(f) For all n E N and all x E E, the mapping Pry(x)*: E;’ ----f 
Y(nE)a is compact. 
Proof. (a) * (b). Let p b e a T,-continuous seminorm on r’/‘(E), 
ported by the compact set K C E. For some neighborhood V 1 K, 
L = f (V) is compact. Therefore, for some constant c(V) ::- 0, 
P(f *(A)) < c(V) j/ h 0 f [iv == c(V) /I h IIL. for all h E A?(F), which shows 
the continuity off *. 
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(b) =, (c) is obvious, since F,,’ is just the restriction to F’ of 
(Jf (0 ho). 
(c) :4 (e). Consider the set B’ = (p EF’: 11 p /I < l}. B’ is 
equicontinuous on F; hence by the Ascoli theorem it is relatively 
compact in Fc’. Therefore, by (c), f*(B’) is a relatively compact 
subset of (-Y?‘(E), T<,,). 
(e) -=“ (f). For each n E N and x E E, let P”: (Z’(E), T,,) 4 
:Y(“E), bc given by P,,(g) = PtLg(x), for g E 9(E). P,, is clearly 
continuous, and hence Pnf (x)* = P, 0 f * is compact. 
(f) ..’ (a) follows from Propositions 3.2 and 3.4. 
Thus, it only remains to prove that (a) G (d). Now, by Proposi- 
tion 3.5, if f E .FK(E; F), then f(E) C span,?. for some compact, 
convex, balanced subset 1, of F. Furthermore, the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.5 shows that for each x0 E E, there is a neighborhood U of x0 
such that f( U) C nl, for some n E N. Therefore, for all .Y E U and all 
cp EF’ such that ‘1 cp’lr. < 1, if*(y)(~): == 1 cp of(~)! < n. Thus, 
:,f”(rp): cp E F’, I! cp IjL < l} is locally bounded and hence it is relatively 
compact in (X(E), T,,) by the Ascoli theorem. 
Conversely, assume thatf*: F,’ + (p(E), T,,) is compact. For each 
11 E N and N E E, let P, be defined as in the proof of (e) => (f) above. 
It is clear that P,: (Y(E), 7,J + Y(“E), is continuous. Therefore, 
P,, 0 f *: PC.’ --f Y(nE)c is compact. By Proposition 3.2, P’?(x) is 
compact, so f is compact by Proposition 3.4. This completes the proof. 
lierrrarlzs. (1) From Proposition 3.4, it follows that Proposition 3.6 
remains true if we require the statement of(f) to hold only for x ~~ 0. 
Also, setting E = E’ := C and f(z) = z, we see that statement (a) 
in Proposition 3.6 does not imply thatf”: (Y(F), TJ + (Z(E), T,J is 
compact. 
(2) It is not in general true that an arbitrary compact linear 
mapping T: F,’ ---f (Z’(E), T,) is equal to f * for somef E S$(E; F). For 
example, let F be a nonreflexive Banach space. Choose v E F”\F and 
0 $ g E P(E). D e fi ne T: F,’ --t (Z(E), TV) by T(q) = v(q)g, q E F’. 
T is clearly a compact operator. However, if T: F,’ -j (.8(E), T,,) were 
continuous, then v E (F,‘)’ = F, a contradiction. Therefore, T is not 
f * for anyf E &(E; F). In fact, one can show that z(FB’, (Z’(E), TV)) = 
(.X?(E; F”), T<,,). 
Note that any continuous linear mapping T: F,’ --) (.9(E), 7w) is in 
factf* for somefE .eK(E; F) (see Theorem 4.1). 
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4 
Our main result in this section is Theorem 4.1, which we state in a 
form analogous to [23, Theorem 9.51. 
THEOREM 4.1. For any Banach spaces E and F, the mapping 
f++f* between (j(iK(E; F), TV) and (Z(E), T,)EF establishes a topolog- 
ical isomorphism between these spaces. Consequently, the following results 
hold. 
(a) E has the approximation property if and only if for every 
Banach space F, X(F) @ E is dense in (Z,,(F; E), TJ. 
(b) C=@(E), TJ has th e a pp roximation property if and only if for 
every Banach space F, &Y(E) @F is dense in (.X’(E; F), T<*). 
Proof. By Proposition 3.6, the mapping f ++ f * is well defined and 
linear. It is injective, since F’ separates the points of F. Now let 
T E (x(E), T&F, so that T E (S(E), T&F. By Proposition 1.1, 
T = f * for some f E Z(E; F), and by Proposition 3.6, f e Ie,(E; F). 
It remains to show that the isomorphism is topological. Let K C E 
be compact and let (an) be a null sequence of positive real numbers. It is 
easy to see that a function g E ZK(E; F) satisfies 
if and only if sup{Il P”(g*v)(0)/IK+a,B: n EN, y EF’, ;I q~ I/ d l> < E, 
where B is the open unit ball of E. Since the T,-topology on ;/e(E; F) 
(resp. Z(E)) is generated by all seminorms of the form 
for g E ZK(E; F) (resp. g E Z(E)) [2] and since the seminorms 
SUPIll pnk*dcNK,-or&f: n E N, g, E F’, /I 9 I/ < I> determine the topology 
of A$(F,‘; (X(E), TV)) : (Z(E), T,)&, (cf. Section 1) we have 
established that the isomorphism is topological. 
Suppose that E has the approximation property. Therefore, for all 
locally convex spaces G, E @ G is dense in EEG (Proposition 1.2). 
Setting G = (A?“(F), T,,) we have the sufficiency of the condition in (a). 
Conversely, assume that Z(F) @ E is dense in (ZK(F; E), Tw) for every 
Banach space F. Let T be a compact linear mapping from F to E, let 
p be the T;-COntinUOUS seminorm on .;‘t;c(E;F) given by p(g) = 
I/ Plg(O)lj, and let E > 0. By assumption, there is a function 
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such that p( T - h) < E, where fi E Z(F) and ei E E. That is, 
II T - Cyl=“=, -WdO> 0 ei II < E, which proves that F’ @ E is dense in 
the space of compact linear mappings from F to E with the uniform 
norm. By [l 1, p. 1651, E has the approximation property, which 
completes the proof of (a). 
The proof of (b) f 11 o ows immediately from an application of 
Proposition 1.2(b) and the fact that (X(E), T,)EF = (SK(E; F), TV). 
Q.E.D. 
It is interesting to observe that part (a) of the above proof shows in 
fact that E has the approximation property if and only if for every 
Banach space F, A?(F) @ E” 3 ,Y?~(F; E). We do not know if the result 
still holds if we replace 71 in the above statement by TV . 
For each n E N, let P,: (X(E), TV) --+LY(~E)~ be defined by 
P’“(f) = Pnf(0), for f~ .Z(E). As was noted in Proposition 3.6, P, 
is continuous; furthermore, it is trivial that P, 0 P, = P, , and that 
P,(Z(E)) = .9(“E). Th us, g(“E)a is a complemented subspace of 
(Z(E), T,), so that we have the sufficiency of the following proposition 
(compare with Remark 6 after Theorem 2.2). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (Z(E), TJ has the approximation property if and 
only iffor every n E N, Y(nE)a has the approximation property. 
Proof. Suppose that 9(“E)a has the approximation property for 
every n E N. Let .X be a compact subset of (Z(E), T,), let E > 0, and 
let p be a T,-continuous seminorm on Z(E) which is ported by the 
compact, convex, and balanced set KC E. We first show that there is 
M E N such that p(f - Cr="=, Pnf (0)) < E for every f 6 Z. Since 2 
is compact, and therefore equicontinuous, there is 6 ::, 0 such that 
sup(ilf(x)lj: x E Kzs , f E X> --_ C < 03, where 
K, = {X E E: d&(x, K) < ~1. 
Hence, for every f E .X, 
-=, c(f&)C f r-n, by Cauchy’s inequality, 
n=M+l 
where r is chosen so that rK, C Kz6 , 1 < r < 2. Therefore for some 
choice of M, p(f - Cz=‘=, P”f (0)) < E for all f E X. 
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Since Y(‘nE)B has the approximation property, for each n = 0, 1, . . ., M, 
there is a continuous linear operator of finite rank T,L: Y(“E), + 
9(nE), such that for allfg ,X, p( T,(Pnf(0)) ~~ Ply(O)) <: E, (M +- 1); 
we have used here the fact that the r,.,-topology induces the norm 
topology on .Y(“E). Define T: Y(E) - l Y(E) by 
.%I 
T(f) == z T,(P1’(0)). 
,I=,, 
It is easy to see that T is a finite rank T,.,-continuous operator on -p(E). 
Furthermore, for f E X, 
P(W) -.f) G P(7’ul ~ f W(O)) -1-P (,f,] W’(O) -4) 
,! =I, 
‘< g,, P(T,(W(O)) ~ W(O)) -- P (-go WV) -4) c: 2%. 
QED. 
We can get characterizations of the approximation property for 
(A?(E), Q-J and (A?(E), 7%) similar to those given in Proposition 4.2 
and Theorem 4.1 (b): 
THEOREM 4.3. The following are equivalent. 
(a) 9(‘“E)B has the upp roximation property, for all n E N. 
(b) (Y(E), TV) has the approximation property. 
(c) .X(E) @F is dense in (.%$(E; F), TV), for all Banach spaces F. 
The equivalences remain true if r6 is replaced by 7, or r, in (b) and (c). 
Therefore, if S(E) has the approximation property when endowed with 
one of the topologies r, , r, , or r. , then it has the approximation property 
when endowed with each of the other two topologies. 
Proof. (a) u(b) . p is roved as in Proposition 4.2, using the charac- 
terization of the topology rb given in [8]. 
(a) * (c). Let p b e a T,-continuous seminorm on X(E; F), let 
f E ZK(E; F), and let E > 0. By [S, Corollary 41, p( f - Cf=‘=, P%f (0)) < E 
for some M E N. By Proposition 3.4, each P”f (0) E 9#E; F). Further, 
by Proposition 3.3, for each n = 0, l,..., M, there is Q, E B(“E) @F 
such thatp(Q,, -- Pnf(O)) <: E (M + 1) (TV induces the norm topology 
on Y(nE)). Therefore, EL0 0, E Z(E) @F and p(f - Cz, Qn) CC 2~. 
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(c) -- (a). Let P E gK(“E; F), for some Banach space F, let 
E > 0, and let p be the To-continuous seminorm on X’(E; F) defined 
byP(g) = II P7~g(0)ll. BY Cc), th ere is f E A?‘(E) @F such that p(P -f) = 
1; P - Pnf(O)I! < E, and Ply(O) E g(“E) OF. Thus, g(“E) @F is 
dense in gK(“E; F)” = .Y(nE),~F, by Proposition 3.3, which implies 
that C9(“E)B h as the approximation property by Proposition 1.2(b). 
The similar proof for the topology T, is omitted; the result for 7, 
is already established in Theorem 4.1(b), together with Proposition 4.2. 
Q.E.D. 
The following result is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose that (X(E), T,) has the upprosimation 
property. Then (X(E), T,,) has the approximation property. 
Indeed, if (A?(E), Tw) has the approximation property, then so does 
E,’ T= g(‘E)a . It follows that E has the approximation property 
[l 1, p. 1671, so that (?/r’(E), TJ has the approximation property by 
Theorem 2.2. Q.E.D. 
Combining the result of [9] with [I81 or [15, Theorem 31, there is 
a Banach space E such that E has the approximation property and E,’ 
does not have the approximation property. In particular, for this space 
E, (.X(E), T,,) has the approximation property, but (-X(E), T(,,) fails 
to have the approximation property. 
5 
In the preceding section, the question of whether or not X’(E) with 
one of the topologies 7, , r, , or rb has the approximation property was 
reduced to the same question about the corresponding sequence of 
polynomial (Banach) spaces 9(“E)ii . This section is devoted to a 
discussion of the approximation property for these spaces. 9(“E) 
stands for Y(nE)B in the sequel. We begin with a positive result: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For ecery n = 1, 2,..., .!Y(“ZI) is isomorphic to I, . 
Therefore, 9(7LZ1) h as the approximation property for every n E N, so 
that (Z(Z,), TV) has the approximation property. 
Proof. We first show that A?(fiZi) is isometrically isomorphic to 
Z,(N”) c I, . Each A E A?(“Zi) can be represented as follows. 
A(xl,..., x”) = c ajx;l . . x” 17, ’ (“) 
jtN” 
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where each xnL EZ~ , m = I,..., n, xm = C,“=, xknLeli , (ek) is the usual 
basis for 1, , and ai =-T. A(ej, ,..., ei,), j = (j, ,..., j,) E Nn. Since 
sup{\ 01~ 1: j E N”} = I/ A jj, (aj) E Z,(P). Conversely, each sequence 
(aj) E Z,(N”) defines a mapping A E A?(“&) by (*), which shows that 
-q%> z2 Lz . 
Next, Ps(‘“ZI) . is a complemented subspace of A?(“Zr) via the sym- 
metrization operator; also, s*(nZ,) is isomorphic to P(nZi) (see, for 
example, [19, Section 31). Hence, by [ 171, Y(“Z1) is isomorphic to I, . 
Q.E.D. 
For p > 2, 8(2Z,) has the approximation property, since P(“l,) is 
isomorphic to a complemented subspace of 
~P,l) s -w,i; kJKl/P) + (kz) = 11, 
and since every member of P(Z,, , I@) is compact [22]. 
However, for p = 2, the situation is much more complicated. For 
example, we do not know whether ,Y(212) has the approximation 
property; this question is closely related to the unsolved problem of 
whether Z(I, , Z2) has the approximation property. However, there is 
a space E with a basis such that 9(“E) fails to have the approximation 
property. This space, which was described in a private communication 
to the authors by W. I’. Johnson, leads to the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. There is a reflexive, separable Banach space E 
with basis such that B(“E) d oes not have the approximation property. 
Proof. The space E is xz E,, , where (E,) is a sequence of finite- 
dimensional Banach spaces dense in the set of all finite dimensional 
Banach spaces and 
for 1 < p < co, with the usual modification forp I= CO. (cf. [14, 151). 
E has a basis [14] and is reflexive, since E’ = x2 E,‘. Furthermore, 
Cm En’ = (C, -W d oes not have the approximation property [15, 
Theorem 31. We now represent C11 E,’ as a complemented subspace 
of 9S(2E). 
Each bilinear map A E 9’(2E) has a representation of the form 
A(x, y) = Ci,jelu Aii(xz , y?), where x = (xi), y = (y%), and Aij = 
A / EiXEj . It is not difficult to see that the diagonal operator 6 defines a 
norm 1 projection; 6: L!‘(2E) -+ Z(2E), where 
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Since A,,, E Z’(2E,) for each n E N, SL?(‘E) = Cz -%(2E,). Thus, by 
restricting 6 to qs(zE), we get that x:p LYJ2E,) is a complemented 
subspace of ~q(2E). We show that Ccc E,,’ can be embedded as a 
complemented subspace of C5 zy(BE,,). 
For each i E N, pick ei E Ei and yi E E’, such that yi lEj = 0 if i f j 
and yi(ei) : 1 == 11 yi /I. Define continuous projections ri and n2 on 
XI- 9(2E,) as follows: For (A,) E XI. Z(2E,) set 
and 
nl((An))(xj 7 Yj) “= Ydyj) -4j(ej j Y,)7 
T2((An))(Xj I Y,) = Yj(Yj) Aj(x2 ) ej)t 
where (xi , yj) E Ej x Ej . Note that r1 0 r2 = nx2 0 z-i . Hence the 
restriction 7 of rTT1 - r1 0 7~~ + 7~~ to x7, qq(2E,) is a continuous 
projection from x:1, S$(“E,) into &, =ZYs(2E,). It follows that the image 
of n is a complemented subspace of C30 .Z:,(2EE,). We will construct an 
isomorphism p of Cz E,’ onto the image of r, which will complete 
the proof. p is defined as follows: for (pn) E & E,‘, let 
P((Pn)Nxj j Yj) == Pdxj) Y,(Yi) + P,(Y)) Yis,)l 
where (xj , yj) E Ej x Ej . p is an injective mapping of Cz E,,’ into 
C33 9S(2E,) of norm 2. Furthermore, a straightforward computation 
shows that the image of p = image of x. Q.E.D. 
It is interesting to note that, in general, there is no relation between 
the second dual of a Banach space E and 8(2E). In fact, for E = II , 
Proposition 5.1 shows that E” is much “larger” than g(“E), while 
Proposition 5.2 shows that there are Banach spaces E whose every 
dual, E’, E”, etc., has the approximation property while 9(2E) does 
not have the approximation property. 
Finally, the following result shows that in general it gets 
progressively more difficult to prove the approximation property for 
B(%E), for increasing n. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let m, n E N, m < n. Then 9(“E) is isomorphic 
to a complemented subspace of B(“E). 
Proof. It clearly suffices to take n = m -1 1. Choose e E E and 
y E E’ such that y(e) = 1 = 11 y 11. Define p: Y(“E) -+ 9(m+1E) by 
p(Q)(x) = y(x) g(x), for p E g(mE), x E E. p is an injective linear 
mapping of norm 1. Define z-: g(m+lE) + g(m-tlE) by r(P)(x) y= 
P(X) - P(s ~~- Y(x)P), for P F :Y(“-lE), x t E. -1 simple calculation 
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shows that r is a bounded projection. Furthermore, the image of r 
equals the image of p. Indeed, since Y(X - y(x)e) Q(x -.- y(x)e) 1 0 
for all Q E P(nLE), n(rQ) : yQ, so that image p C image pi. Conversely, 
for any P E .Y(tn-LIE), 
P(x) - P(x - y(x)e) 
_ y(.y) 
I 
“i’ (” T ’ ) (- 1)‘~; ly(x)j-’ P(e ,..., e, A,,..., x) 
1 1 
W-N ’ 
j times mm.- 1 ) 
where P is the unique symmetric (m -I- 1)-linear form associated to the 
polynomial P. Thus, letting 
then Q E g(“E), and we see that image si C image p, which completes 
the proof. 
6 
The concept of a compact holomorphic mapping can be used to 
yield an interesting class of holomorphic germs. We describe this class 
briefly in this section, and conclude with some open problems. 
For a compact set I, C E, define the locally convex space .;/p,(L; F) 
as follows. :flK(L; F) is the vector space of all equivalence classes of 
functions holomorphic in some neighborhood of L with relatively 
compact range in F; that is, 3ifK(L; F) is the subspace of 3?(L; F) of all 
germs with “compact representatives.” We topologize Y&(L; F) by 
giving it the induced topology of ,%?(L; F) (see, e.g., [2, Section 41). 
If L is in addition balanced, then one can show that for all Banach 
spaces F, Z(L)eF 7-p .TK(L; F). Moreover, .8(L) has the approxima- 
tion property if and only if i7(“E)B 1 ras the approximation property 
for each n (equivalently, if and only if (Z’(E), T,) has the approsima- 
tion property). We omit the proof, since it is similar to that given in 
Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.2, making use of the representation 
of the seminorms defining the topology of Z(L) which can bc found 
in [2]. 
Finally, we state two general problems concerning compact holo- 
morphic mappings which are open. First, for certain pairs of Banach 
spaces E and F, every continuous linear mapping from E to F is 
compact (see, e.g., [22]). We d o not know of any nontrivial case in 
which every holomorphic mapping from E to F is compact. This is 
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clearly equivalent to having every n-homogeneous polynomial from 
E to F be compact, for every n. However, we do not even know if there 
are infinite dimensional Banach space E and F for which every 
2-homogeneous continuous polynomial from E to F is compact. For 
example, in contrast to the linear case, there are many noncompact con- 
tinuous 2-homogeneous polynomials from I, to I,; P(s, ,..., K, ,...) m= 
(x~!“) is an example of one. It should be noted that this polynomial 
provides an example of a noncompact holomorphic mapping between 
two Banach spaces whose FrCchet derivative at every point is a 
compact linear mapping (cf. [27, p. 511). 
All of the results in Sections 3 and 4 were stated for entire holo- 
morphic mappings from E to F. Although many of them hold for 
arbitrary open sets C’ C E, we do not know if Theorem 4.1 is true if E 
is replaced by U. This is essentially because we do not have a suffi- 
ciently good characterization of the r,,,-topology on -XY( U) or .x?( U; F) 
for arbitrary open sets II. It should be noted, however, that 
(-;‘r,( L:; F), T-,,) is topologically isomorphic to (-P’(U), T,)EF for every 
Banach space F. In particular, (.j/cI( U), TV) has the approximation 
property if and only if for every Banach space F, X( CT) @F is dense 
in (-P)(( r’: F), 7J. 
.votc ..laad ii1 ~~~~~~ In “A ‘I’heorem of DunfordpPettis l’ype for Polynomial 
Opemtors,” (Hull. Acad. Pd. SC. 11, 6 (1963), 379-386), A. Pelczynski shows that if S 
is :I dispersed compact Hausdorff space and F is a Banxh space which does not 
contan c,) , then every continuous polynomial from C(S) into F is compact. Hence, 
in this situation, .X’(C(X); F) = j’e,(C(X); F), which provides a partial answer to 
the first problem stated in Section 6. Some related results can be found in “Compact 
Polynomials and Compact Differentiable Mappings BetTvvecn Banach Spaces” (to 
appear in ,Yim. I,elong), by 1~. X.2. Xron. 
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